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FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S
DESK

As these chilly and cold months get us scrambling for
our sweaters and overalls, times like these call for the

warm embrace of friendship and solidarity, and the
bright embers of goodwill, perseverence, and

determination. We must push through all that is
arduous, no matter how daunting it may seem. With

these spirits, we can achieve our academic endeavors
and crush all that stands in our way of reaching

unmatched excellence. It is on this motivational note
that we wish you all a very happy month ahead and
hope that you all finish your academic session on as

high of a note as possible!

FROM THE EDITOR’S
DESK

"So quiet and subtle is the
beauty of December that escapes the

notice of many people their whole
lives through."

Yes, the last month of the year is here and
knocking on the door is the New Year filled

with renewed zeal and enthusiasm. 
The Annual Concerts of the Pre-Primary,
the Primary and the Secondary sections
were the highlights of this term teamed
with the pre-board examinations for the

students of classes X and XII . Here’s
wishing them all the very best in their
forthcoming board examinations and

wishing each one of you a very Happy New
Year to come!

Ishaan Ganguly Saanjh Kaushik Vatts Mehra

Teacher
Moderators:
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Anita Chadha

Dr. A. K. Sinha



The merry and festive spirit
of Christmas was

omnipresent among our Pre-
Primary students as seen in

their fabulously made
decorations!

Our Pre-Primary students
altogether made for an

invincible collective force as
they all exercised in unison,

spreading forth the theme of
positivity in fitness!

Events: Pre
Primary

Chocolate Day

A memorable day for our little
ones to rejoice over their

favourite food that never fails to
fulfil cravings!

Christmas!

Fitness Day



Events: Pre
Primary

The little ones collectively embraced
the sweet, healthy and diverse world

of fruits - the best way to imbibe
healthy food habits!

Our children revelled in the sweet
and addictive glory of grapes,
eagerly speaking of these tiny

green and purple bombshells of
nutrition!

A fabulous collective burst of
colours and strokes was unleashed

onto the canvas as our children
explored their wildest of

imaginations on Painting Day!

Fruit Day

Grapes Day

Painting Day

Annual Concert

A heartfelt and passionate ode to
preserving our planet

for the generations to come, the
Annual Concert flawlessly performed

by our Pre-Primary students was a
marvellous success!



Events: Primary

A splendid evening adorned
with incredible musical

arrangements and
spectacular dance and

acting performances, our
Primary students made
possible the show of a

lifetime while
simultaneously pushing

forward the crucial message
of environmental awareness

and conservation .

Annual  Concert
Field Trip

Our students got the chance
to stretch their legs and pay
a visit to the local Decathlon

sports store! Filled to the
brim with top-of-the-line

sports equipment and gear
of all kinds, our students

were entranced and
mezmerized with the gear

that they dream and yearn of
wielding on the field.



The Annual Function was a
passionately performed re-
enactment of the story of

Amrapali, the first female monk to
join Buddha’s sect. Being

supported by immaculate dance
and vocal performances coupled
with marvellous acting, this truly
remained a night to remember!

Events: Secondary

Annual  Concert

Republic Day

This 74th Republic Day, the air was
filled with a sombre yet heartfelt

sense of national pride for the
cultural identity of our nation, as the

celebration was serenaded with
soulful dance and vocal

performances and a glorious hoisting
of the Tiranga high, mighty and

proud.

Common Events



Dr. Kavita Ranka

A. What I love about chemistry is how

much of it exists in our daily life. It is

intertwined with everything around us,

and everything we use. It is this aspect

of the subject that I really wanted to

make known to students and to remove

the usual theory overloaded pre-

conception that is popular among them.

I also believe that engaging more

students in chemistry is crucial for

making future leaders and trailblazers in

the field of science to push forward

sustainable development of our

country.

Know your
 Teacher!

Q1. What is it about chemistry that
enthralled you & made you decide to

seriously pursue teaching it as a
profession?

A. I am always passionate about
teaching my subject and have been so
ever since I tutored lower secondary
students mathematics and science

during my college days. It is fostering
this passion that makes teaching this

subject so gratifying. I have always
loved building up my students'

confidence from the ground up and to
see the results when the subject finally
clicks with them - be it in high school or

in university - is always worth all the
effort.

Q2. What are your most favourite aspects  

of tutoring students this subject?


